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ABSTRACT Cardiovascular diseases are projected to remain the single leading cause of death globally.
Timely diagnosis and treatment of these diseases are crucial to prevent death and dangerous complications.
One of the important tools in early diagnosis of arrhythmias is analysis of electrocardiograms (ECGs)
obtained from ambulatory long-term recordings. The design of novel patch-type ECG recorders has increased
the accessibility of these long-term recordings. In many applications, it is furthermore an advantage for these
devices that the recorded ECGs can be analyzed automatically in real time. The purpose of this study was
therefore to design a novel algorithm for automatic heart beat detection, and embed the algorithm in the CE
marked ePatch heart monitor. The algorithm is based on a novel cascade of computationally efficient filters,
optimized adaptive thresholding, and a refined search back mechanism. The design and optimization of the
algorithm was performed on two different databases: The MIT-BIH arrhythmia database
(Se = 99.90%, P+ = 99.87) and a private ePatch training database (Se = 99.88%, P+ = 99.37%).
The offline validation was conducted on the European ST-T database (Se = 99.84%, P+ = 99.71%).
Finally, a double-blinded validation of the embedded algorithm was conducted on a private ePatch validation
database (Se = 99.91%, P+ = 99.79%). The algorithm was thus validated with high clinical performance
on more than 300 ECG records from 189 different subjects with a high number of different abnormal
beat morphologies. This demonstrates the strengths of the algorithm, and the potential for this embedded
algorithm to improve the possibilities of early diagnosis and treatment of cardiovascular diseases.
INDEX TERMS Automatic QRS complex detection, embedded ECG analysis, ePatch ECG recorder, patch
type ECG recorder, real-time ECG analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) are projected to remain the
single leading cause of death globally. According to the
World Health Organization (WHO), as much as 30% of
all deaths in 2008 were caused by CVDs [1]. These
diseases are also a major economic burden to the healthcare
facilities. One of the important diagnostic tools for timely
detection and diagnosis of heart arrhythmias is ambulatory
electrocardiography (ECG) recordings. The standard
equipment for this has for many years been the Holter
recorder. However, the traditional Holter system possesses
a number of issues that prevents prolonged monitoring.
To overcome this, a number of patch type ECG recorders
have recently reached the market [2], [3]. We have chosen
to apply the ePatch ECG recorder designed by DELTA [3].
The ePatch is illustrated in Fig. 1 together with a short
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FIGURE 1. (a) Example of two channel raw ePatch ECG. The most relevant
ECG fiducial points are indicated. (b) Illustration of the ePatch ECG
recorder correctly placed on the chest. Each recording contains two ECG
channels sampled at 512 Hz with a resolution of 12 bits. In compliance
with [18], the ePatch sensor has an analog BP filter between
0.67 Hz and 40 Hz. Modified from [3].
two-channel ECG snippet. These type of recorders provide
the possibility of an extended monitoring period, and studies
have shown how this can ensure detection of more significant
arrhythmias and lead to a definitive diagnosis for more
patients [2], [4], [5]. Furthermore, some patches possess the
possibility of wireless data transmission and automatic
real-time embedded processing of the recorded signals. This
might allow real-time transmission of e.g. arrhythmia events
to a central monitoring station. The first step in this analysis
is automatic detection of QRS complexes. This field has
been investigated in the literature for at least 30 years [6].
Generally, the automatic QRS complex detection can be
divided into two steps: 1) The feature extraction step, where
the QRS complexes are enhanced, and 2) the detection step,
where the position of the QRS complexes are found based on
the feature signal and a classification procedure. Two of the
commonly applied techniques for feature extraction include
different variations of digital bandpass (BP) filtering [6] and
wavelet decomposition [7]–[14], but several other techniques
have also been proposed, e.g. morphological operators [15] or
the phasor transform method [16]. Adaptive thresholding is
commonly applied for the detection step [6]–[10], [13]–[15].
This method has proven robust with respect to both secure
detection of abnormal beat morphologies and varying signal
to noise ratios (SNRs). An extensive review of methods for
software QRS detection can be found in [17]. However,
many of the traditional algorithms applied in ECG analysis
software today are not optimized for real-time embedded
analysis. Furthermore, the location of the ePatch and the short
distance between the bipolar recording sites imply that the
morphology of the recorded ECGs is slightly different. The
focus of this study is therefore to design, implement, and
validate a novel algorithm which is optimized for automatic
embedded detection of QRS complexes in patch ECGs. The
requirements of the algorithm are thus high clinical
performance and low computational costs.
II. METHODS AND PROCEDURES
An overview of the study is provided in Fig. 2. In the
first step, we designed and optimized the algorithm using
FIGURE 2. Schematic overview of the study design.
MATLAB R2013b (The MathWorks Inc., Massachusetts,
USA). In the second step, we conducted an offline validation
to ensure that the clinical performance on unseen data was
satisfactory. The third step was to implement the algorithm in
ANSI C and embed it in the ePatch sensor to allow real-time
QRS detection. During the design and validation, it is impor-
tant to apply ECGs with a high number of different beat
morphologies from many different patients. As indicated
in Fig. 2, we therefore decided to apply four different
databases according to the following scheme: The design
and optimization phase was based on the MIT-BIH
Arrhythmia Database (MITDB) [19] and a private ePatch
Training Database (eTDB). The offline validation was
conducted using the European ST-T Database (EDB) [20].
Finally, the double-blinded embedded validation was con-
ducted using the private ePatch Validation Database (eVDB).
An overview of the characteristics of each database is pro-
vided in Table 1, and a detailed description is provided in the
section ‘‘Data Description’’. This database selection ensures
both a realistic impression of the performance on ECGs
recorded with the ePatch and it allows for comparison with
other published work. The algorithm is designed with special
attention to overcome some of the difficulties related to the
placement of the recording sites applied in the ePatch.
TABLE 1. Summary of database characteristics.
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Some of the challenges include relatively large changes
in signal amplitude related to changes in patient posture
(including changes in QRS polarity), and cases of very
pronounced P-, Q- and/or S-waves. During the design and
optimization phase, priority was therefore given to improve
detection performance on challenging ePatch ECGs.
A. ALGORITHM OVERVIEW
An overview of the algorithm is provided in Fig. 3.
We designed the algorithm for real-time embedded
functionality in a clinical setting. This was achieved by
processing the ECG signal sample by sample and designing a
novel cascade of simple finite impulse response (FIR) filters
that allow efficient enhancement of the QRS complexes and
high artefact attenuation. The input to the algorithm is one
channel raw ECG. The feature extraction is indicated by the
dashed green square in Fig. 3. It consists of BP filtering,
removal of signs, and smoothening. The output of the feature
extraction block is a feature signal (Feature) that is directly
applied in the detection block. However, the algorithm is only
allowed to continue to the detection block if the refractory
period (Tref ) is exceeded. The refractory period serves as a
simple threshold and the value is optimized in a parameter
grid search described later. For the detection step, we applied
two adaptive thresholds in a search back scheme. As observed
from the dashed blue square in Fig. 3, the QRS detection
block can therefore function in three different modes.
FIGURE 3. Schematic overview of the designed QRS complex detection
algorithm. RRn indicates the current RR interval, if a QRS complex is
detected at the current sample, n.
The first mode applies the high threshold, Thigh, and is active
when the distance from the previous QRS detection is within
the expected maximum RR interval (RRmax). If RRmax is
exceeded, a search back (Sb) is performed using the low
threshold value, Tlow. This search back procedure is the
second detection mode. If several samples exceed Tlow in
the search back interval, the sample with the highest Feature
value is selected as the preliminary QRS position. If no QRS
complex is detected during the search back, Tlow is applied
until a new QRS complex is detected. This is the third detec-
tion mode. The search back is a well-known procedure [6].
However, we have simplified the calculation of the adaptive
thresholds to decrease the computational load, and we have
refined the adaptation of the search back procedure in cases
of irregular heart rhythms.
When a QRS complex is detected, a delineation procedure
is applied to locate the QRS complex at the correct position,
and the detection block switches back to the first mode. The
following sections contain a detailed description of each part
of the algorithm.
B. BANDPASS FILTERING
The purpose of the BP filtering step is two-fold:
1) Increase the influence of the QRS complexes, and
2) attenuate the influence of different types of noise, as well as
pronounced P- and T-waves. However, it is also important to
keep in mind that BP filtering might unintentional decrease
the influence of abnormal beat morphologies, especially
ventricular ectopic beats (VEBs) that are generally
recognized by an increase in the width of the QRS complex.
The performance of the PB filtering step is a major
determinant of the necessary complexity of the remaining
parts of the algorithm. It is generally accepted that the fre-
quency components of theQRS complex primarily is between
approximately 5 to 22 Hz [6], [9], [14], [15]. As mentioned,
we designed a novel cascade of simple FIR filters that obtain
a favorable passband in the region of the QRS complex.
The cascade of filters consists of two BP filters followed
by one lowpass (LP) filter. The impulse responses for the
two successive BP filters are defined by (1) and (2).
hBP1[n]= {−δ [n+10]− δ [n+ 9]+ δ [n+ 2]+ δ [n+1]
+δ [n]+ δ [n− 1]− δ [n− 8]− δ[n− 9]} (1)
hBP2[n]= {−δ [n+14]− δ [n+13]+ δ [n+ 2]+ δ [n+1]
h+ δ [n]+ δ [n− 1]− δ [n− 12]− δ[n− 13]}
(2)
The LP filter, with impulse response defined by hLP, is an
average filter with 16 points. This cascade of filters
corresponds to an equivalent BP filter with impulse response
h defined by (3), where ∗ is the convolution operation. The
amplitude characteristics of the three individual filters, and
the equivalent BP filter is provided in Fig. 4.
h [n] = hBP1[n] ∗ hBP2[n] ∗ hLP[n] (3)
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FIGURE 4. The amplitude characteristics of the three individual filters
(the dark blue line represents BP1, the green line represents PB2, and
the light blue line represents LP), and the resulting equivalent BP filter
(red line) using a sampling frequency of 512 Hz. For frequencies above
100 Hz, the final equivalent BP filter has attenuation of at least −30 dB.
C. FINAL FEATURE EXTRACTION
The final feature signal, Feature, is obtained by smoothening
the absolute value of the output from the BP filtered
ECG signal using an 8 point FIR average filter. The absolute
value is applied to ensure equal detection of QRS complexes
with positive and negative polarity. As mentioned, this is
especially important for ECGs recorded with the ePatch
technology. An illustration of the feature extraction is pro-
vided in Fig. 5. It is observed how muscle artefacts, electrode
motion artefacts, and P- and T-waves are attenuated. The
total delay of all four cascaded filters is 34 samples. Using
a sampling frequency of 512 Hz, this corresponds to 66.4ms,
FIGURE 5. Illustration of each step in the feature extraction block:
(a) Example of raw ECG signal recorded with the ePatch sensor. The
amplitude is illustrated in analog-to-digital count (ADC) values for all
plots. Note the presence of both muscle artefacts and electrode motion
artefacts. (b) The ECG signal after BP filtering using the novel cascade of
simple filters. (c) Absolute value of the BP filtered ECG signal.
(d) Smoothening of the feature signal. The red lines indicate
Thigh and Tlow . The green circles indicate the detected
positions of the QRS complexes.
which we considered to be within the acceptable limit for
clinical applications.
D. THE QRS DETECTION BLOCK
As mentioned, the QRS detection block consists of two adap-
tive thresholds that are applied in a search back manner. One
of the important components in such an algorithm is timely
initiation of the search back procedure. This initiation is
decided by the maximum expected RR interval between
two subsequent QRS complexes, RRmax . The assumption
in this study was that RRmax should vary with the general
variation of the RR intervals. The timely initiation of the
search back procedure is especially important in the presence
of abnormal beats that might not be detected using Thigh.
In many cases, it is therefore advantageous to initiate the
search back procedure earlier in a recording with high vari-
ability in the RR intervals. The algorithm was therefore
designed to function in two different variability modes (low
variability and high variability) described below.
1) ESTIMATION OF THE OPTIMAL VARIABILITY MODE
To estimate the optimal variability mode, the 34most recently
detected RR intervals are saved in a vector termedRRlong. The
current variability parameter, θ, is then estimated as:
1) Calculate the median of RRlong.
2) Calculate the absolute deviation between each
RR interval in RRlong and the median. The deviation
vector is termed ε.
3) Remove the two largest values from ε.
4) θ is then defined as the mean value of the remaining
32 entries in ε.
The third step is included to prevent a single ectopic beat
detection, a single missed detection, or a single false positive
from pushing the algorithm in the high variability mode. This
mode is only intended to be activated for records with many
ectopic beats or generally high variation in the RR intervals,
e.g. cases of AF. In these records, it is expected that the
risk of missing a beat is increased, and to prevent this, the
‘‘sensitivity’’ of the search back is increased. It is important
that RRlong contains enough RR intervals to provide a reliable
estimate of the current RR variability. At the same time,
it is important that RRlong is adaptive and hereby able to
change relatively fast when the heart rhythm changes. This
requires a shorter history of the RR intervals. We therefore
found that 34 RR intervals was a good compromise. The
high and low variability modes are defined based on θ being
above or below a threshold, Tθ . The threshold was set to
Tθ = 35 samples. This was obtained by visual inspection
of the time course of θ calculated from the reference annota-
tions from the MITDB relative to the heart rhythms that are
intended to initiate the high variability mode.
2) ESTIMATION OF THE EXPECTED MAXIMUM
RR INTERVAL (RRmax )
RRmax is calculated according to (4) and (5), where x˜
is the median value of the elements in x, Min(x) is the
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minimum value of the elements in x, RRscale is a scaling
parameter, RRshort contains the 8 previously detected
RR intervals (RRshort can be derived directly from RRlong,
but it contains a shorter history and is thus faster adapted
to changes in the heart rhythm), and RRsearchback contains
the 8 previously detected RR intervals that were detected
during search back (this ensures that information about the
general RR intervals during previous episodes of search back
is saved). In the low variability mode, RRlong provides a good
estimate of the expected RR interval. In the high variability
mode, the minimum of the two more sensitive RR variables is
used to increase the search back sensitivity. The median value
is applied to avoid high influence of a single false high or
low RR interval. RRmax and θ are updated every two seconds
together with the adaptive thresholds.
RRtemp =
{
RR˜long if θ ≤ Tθ
Min
(
RR˜short ,RRs˜earchback
)
if θ > Tθ
}
(4)
RRmax = RRtemp · RRscale. (5)
3) ADAPTIVE THRESHOLDING
The purpose of adaptive thresholding is to obtain thresholds
that follow the changes in the signal. This is especially
important for analysis of ePatch ECG signals. The goal
is to obtain smooth adaptation to changes in both ECG
signal amplitude and changes in the amount and types of
artefacts. We decided to update the threshold parameters in
non-overlapping windows of two seconds. This ensures the
presence of at least one QRS complex in each window within
the normal heart rate range. The high threshold, Thigh, is
based on the median of the maximum feature value in the
eight previous windows:
Thigh [m] = ˜(maxF[m−8], . . .maxF[m−1]) · α. (6)
In (6), m indicates the window number, F[m] represents
the final feature signal in window m, maxx is the maximum
value of the elements in x, and α is a scaling factor slightly
lower than 1. In most cases, the maximum value of a
two second ECG segment is expected to represent the ampli-
tude of a QRS complex. Thigh is thus designed to float right
below the expected amplitude of the QRS complexes.
The low threshold, Tlow, is intended to adjust faster to
rapid changes in the amount of artefacts. This threshold is
therefore based on information about the mean value of the
final feature signal in the two previous windows. It is known
that an increase in heart rate induces an increase in the mean
value of the feature signal. Tlow is not intended to increase
as a consequence of increased heart rate. Therefore, Tlow is
scaled according to the number of QRS detections obtained
in the two successive windows applied for the threshold
calculation. This modification is termed s1. The s1 parameter
is furthermore bounded as follows:
1) If no QRS complexes were detected, set s1 = 1.
2) If > 8 QRS complexes were detected, set s1 = 8.
It is furthermore important to note that episodes of very
noisy segments might disturb the QRS detection and produce
a number of false positive detections that might induce
RR variability similar to e.g. episodes of AF. To prevent the
increased sensitivity of the search back procedure from exac-
erbating the number of false positive detections in noisy data,
a modification of Tlow is also needed in the high variability
mode. Therefore the s2 parameter is defined as:
s2 =
{
10 if θ ≤ Tθ
12 if θ > Tθ
}
. (7)
These values were obtained by visual inspection of
different challenging ECG snippets from the training
data (MITDB and eTDB). The temporary low threshold,
Tlow,temp, is thus calculated by (8), whereµx is themean value
of the elements in x.
Tlow,temp [m] = ˜
(
µF[m−2], µF[m−1]
) · s2
s1
. (8)
Finally, Tlow is furthermore bounded by a percentage, β,
of Thigh. This is defined in (9). This ensures a proper func-
tionality of Tlow to detect beats missed by Thigh:
Tlow =
{
Tlow,temp if Tlow,temp ≤ Thigh · β
Thigh · β if Tlow,temp > Thigh · β
}
(9)
4) QRS LOCALIZATION AND REFRACTORY BLANKING
The preliminary QRS location is the first sample where the
feature signal exceeds the relevant threshold. However, this
point is probably not the location of the R peak. To allow
better delineation, a search is performed for the absolute
maximum point in the final feature signal for a period of time
after the exceedance of the threshold. The sample point that
obtains the maximum absolute feature value during this time
interval was selected as the QRS position. The search period
is chosen to be equal to the refractory period (Tref ), in which
detection of a new QRS complex is not allowed.
E. DATA DESCRIPTION
As mentioned, we applied four different databases to
ensure thorough evaluation of the algorithm performance.
An overview of the different databases is provided in Table 1,
whereas this section contains a detailed description. For all
four databases, only the first ECG channel was applied.
The eTDB was generated by extracting 10 minute ECG
segments from two large existing ePatch databases. The first
original database contains recordings from patients admitted
to the stroke unit at Glostrup Hospital. The second original
database contains ECG recordings from patients undergoing
ambulatory diagnosis for obstructive sleep apnea at
Glostrup Hospital. Each ECG recording in the two databases
was associated with an ECG analysis report (similar to
a traditional Holter analysis report). The databases were
anonymous and included no personally identifiable data
that could allow an individual patient to be identified.
It was important to include ECG recordings from many
different patients. We therefore selected 30 patients from
the stroke unit database and 30 patients from the ambu-
latory database. It was furthermore important to ensure
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representation of many different abnormal beat mor-
phologies as well as normal sinus rhythm with differ-
ent ventricular frequencies. To ensure this, we selected
the 60 patients based on the summaries in the associated
ECG analysis reports. From the selected patients, we extracted
a total of 120 ECG segments of which 40% were selected
randomly and the remaining 60% were selected based
on markings of interesting data segments in the analysis
reports. This segment extraction ensures a database with
realistic amounts of artefacts as well as representation of
many different types of abnormal beat morphologies. Some
examples of included arrhythmia events are: Atrial
fibrillation (AF), episodes of supraventricular tachycar-
dia with different frequencies, supraventricular ectopic
beats (SVEBs), runs of SVEBs, VEBs, ventricular bigeminy,
ventricular trigeminy, bradycardia, and AV blocks.
The eVDB was generated from three ECG recordings
obtained from three different healthy volunteers. The
three volunteers provided informed consent before they
participated in the study. They continued normal daily
life activities throughout the recordings. The embedded
algorithm output was calculated in real-time during the
recordings, and saved in a special channel in the data
file. The algorithm output was not investigated before
the manual annotation of the eVDB. For each subject,
a 15 minute segment was automatically extracted from
minute 30 to 45 in each hour of the recording. The
mean recording time was 21.0 hours, yielding a total
of 20-21 segments for each subject. This ensures represen-
tation of realistic amounts of normal daily life activities and
provides an overview of a potential change in performance
during the recording period.
The ePatch reference annotations were created based on
manual corrections of the output from the ‘‘sqrs’’ func-
tion from the WFDB Toolbox [21]. The manual corrections
were conducted by a biomedical engineer with experience in
ECG interpretation. All beats were labelled as normal. To val-
idate the annotation performance of the biomedical engineer,
12 randomly selected records from the eTDB (10%) were
also annotated by a medical doctor. The medical doctor did
not find any errors in themanual annotations conducted by the
biomedical engineer. The manual corrections were conducted
using the WAVE program from the WFDB Toolbox [21].
The MITDB and EDB were downloaded from
Physionet [21]. To obtain similar sampling frequencies for
all databases, the recordings from the MITDB and EDB were
resampled to 512 Hz using the ‘‘xform’’ function from the
WFDB Toolbox [21], and they were converted to mat-files
using the WFDB Toolbox for MATLAB [21]. All beats in
both databases are manually labelled according to the beat
type. This allows evaluation of the detection performance
with respect to different abnormal beat types.
F. EVALUATION OF QRS DETECTION PERFORMANCE
The QRS detection performance was evaluated as the QRS
sensitivity (Se = TP/(TP + FN )) and positive predictivity
(P+ = TP/(TP+ FP)), where TP is the number of true posi-
tive detections, FP is the number of false positive detections,
and FN is the number of false negative detections (missed
QRS complexes). In compliance with [22], TP, FP, and FN for
each record, were calculated using the default settings of the
‘‘bxb’’ function from the WFDB toolbox. This implies that
the first five minutes of each record is allowed as a training
period and episodes of ventricular flutter or fibrillation (VF)
were excluded [21]. The performance for each database is
stated as gross statistics [22]. No records were excluded in
the performance evaluation.
G. EVALUATION OF EMBEDDED ALGORITHM
PROCESSING TIME
After the offline validation, the algorithm was implemented
in ANSI C, compiled and embedded in the ePatch sensor.
The sensor has a 32 bit micro controller based on the ARM
Cortex-M3 processor from Energy Micro (now acquired
by Silicon Labs). A low processing time for each sample
allows the processor to enter ‘‘sleep’’ mode and hereby save
energy. Furthermore, it is important that the processing time
of each sample will never exceed the time between
two samples. The processing time for each samplewill among
other things depend on the algorithm mode applied for that
specific sample and whether a QRS complex is detected or
not. Furthermore, every two seconds the thresholds and other
adaptive parameters are updated. This will clearly require
more processor time than processing a non-boundary
ECG sample between two QRS complexes. We therefore
decided to investigate the processing time using a histogram.
The histogram was created with a clock cycle counter that
counted how many clock cycles the algorithm spends on
processing each sample in a real-life recording. The duration
of the recording was approximately 2.3 hours, yielding a total
of 4,271,185 samples.
III. RESULTS
A. ALGORITHM PARAMETER OPTIMIZATION
Four of the algorithm parameters were chosen based
on a parameter grid search on the training databases
(MITDB and eTDB). The four parameters were the refractory
blanking period (Tref = 0.2s, 0.25s, or 0.3s), the scaling
of the expected RR interval (RRscale = 1, 1.2, or 1.3), the
boundary for Tlow (β = 0.4, 0.5, or 0.6), and the scaling
parameter for Thigh (α = 0.8, 0.9, or 0.99). The investigated
values were selected based on clinical relevance, theoretical
sense, and experience from the literature. The parameters
are mutually dependent on each other. Therefore, the perfor-
mances of all 81 different combinations of parameter values
were investigated. The relationship between Se and P+ for all
81 combinations is provided in Fig. 6. The selected parameter
combination was Tref = 0.25s, RRscale = 1.2, α = 0.8, and
β = 0.4.
B. QRS DETECTION PERFORMANCE
With the selected parameter combination, the obtained
Se and P+ on the eTDB was 99.88% and 99.37%, respec-
tively. The performance obtained on the MITDB and the
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FIGURE 6. Relation between P+ and Se for (a) the MITDB and
(b) the eTDB. Each mark indicates the performance for one of the 81
investigated parameter combinations. In (a), the blue marks indicate
performance on the entire database, the green marks indicate Se on SVEB
beats only, and the red marks indicate Se on VEB beats only. In
compliance with [22], the SVEB beat category includes atrial and nodal
premature and escape beats and aberrated premature atrial beats.
Likewise, the VEB beat category includes ventricular premature beats,
R-on-T ventricular premature beats, and ventricular escape beats [22]. The
black circles indicate the parameter combination that was selected for
further embedded implementation. Note, that the axes are zoomed to
allow a better view of each point.
TABLE 2. QRS detection performance on the MITDB and the EDB.
EDB using this parameter combination is provided in Table 2.
Table 2 furthermore contains examples of the performance on
these databases reported in the literature. To further compare
the performance of the proposed algorithm with other
published work, we conducted Mann-Whitney U tests
(the data is not normally distributed). However, this statistical
significance test is only possible when the performances on
each record are stated individually in the published papers.
This was the case for [6], [9], [11], and [15] on the MITDB,
and unfortunately no papers on the EDB. We applied the
ranksum function in MATLAB R2013b and a significance
level of 0.05. We found that the median of both Se and P+
of the proposed algorithm are significantly higher than the
median Se and P+ obtained by [6], [9] and [15]. On the other
hand, the test showed no statistical significant difference
between the median performances obtained by the proposed
algorithm and [11]. It should be noted that the individual
performances obtained on record 214 and 215 were not stated
by [11]. These records were therefore excluded when com-
paring with [11].
For the EDB, Se with respect to detection of
QRS complexes from the overall beat categories
VEB and SVEB (see Fig. 6 for definitions [22]) was 97.60%
and 99.53%, respectively. The reference annotations from the
MITDB have a quite detailed separation between different
clinically relevant beat types (of which some are subtypes of
the overall categories VEB and SVEB). For the MITDB, we
therefore state the detection performance for the overall beat
categories VEB and SVEB as well as the performance on a
few selected clinically relevant individual beat types. These
sensitivities are provided in Table 3.
TABLE 3. Sensitivity of QRS detection on the MITDB with respect to
different types of abnormal beat morphologies.
The results from the double-blinded performance evalua-
tion on the eVDB are provided in Table 4. The performance is
stated for both theMATLAB code, the offline C code, and the
embedded code. This allows comparison between the three
implementations.
C. QRS DETECTION EXAMPLES
Fig. 7 illustrates the algorithm performance in different chal-
lenging clinically relevant cases from the eTDB.
Fig. 7 (a) illustrates two interesting issues: 1) Very
pronounced P-waves with high slopes, and 2) a run of
SVEBs/sudden tachycardia onset. It is observed that all QRS
complexes are correctly detected by the algorithm. This is
obtained through a timely initiation of the search back proce-
dure for all QRS complexes in the SVEB run with amplitude
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TABLE 4. Performance of the double-blinded validation of the QRS detection algorithm on the eVDB.
lower than Thigh (indicated by black circles). This illustrates
the high adaptability of the search back initiation in this
algorithm. It is furthermore observed that the QRS complexes
after the SVEB run are detected using Tlow in the third
algorithm mode (magenta circles). This occurs because it
requires some time to adapt to the slower heart rate by
decreasing the sensitivity of the search back procedure again.
The pronounced P-waves are also observed in the final feature
signal. In cases using Thigh, this is not problematic. In cases
using the search back procedure or Tlow, this could induce
false detections of the P-wave when they exceed Tlow.
However, the localization block is observed to correctly
prevent false detections of the P-wave for all QRS complexes.
Fig. 7 (b) illustrates a case of AF with VEBs. The VEBs
are wider, and therefore less pronounced in the final feature
signal. This is, again, not problematic due to timely initiation
of the search back procedure in the VEB positions
(black circles). It is furthermore observed that the normal
beats after two of the VEBs are detected in the third algorithm
mode (magenta circles). In these two cases, the algorithm thus
proves to function exactly as intended. At fourteen seconds,
one QRS complex is detected using the search back mode
even though the amplitude exceeds Thigh. This is due to a very
sensitive search back that is initiated on the rising slope of the
QRS complex. The localization block is then initiated from
the search back procedure and ensures correct localization of
the QRS complex. The high search back sensitivity for this
recording is caused by the characteristic irregularity of the
RR intervals that is observed during episodes of AF.
Fig. 7 (c) illustrates the performance during a sudden
change in amplitude. It is observed how Thigh is quickly
adapted to the new level of the QRS complexes. Even in the
meantime, no QRS complexes are missed due to the correct
functionality of the search back procedure. This feature of the
algorithm is very important in real-life clinical applications
where patients would wear the ePatch during normal daily
life activities for extended periods of time. Furthermore, it is
observed that the minor muscle and motion artefacts present
in Fig. 7 (c) does not disturb the automatic QRS detection.
D. EMBEDDED PROCESSING TIME
The histogram of the processing times for a real-life record-
ing is provided in Fig. 8. Two distinct peaks are observed
from the histogram. The first peak represents samples with
a processing time between 30µs and 90µs. This peak
corresponds to processing of a non-boundary sample. The
smaller peak represents samples with processing times
between 120µs and 240µs. This corresponds to samples lying
on a two second boundary where all the adaptive parameters
are updated. It is furthermore observed that no sample has a
processing time of more than 240µs. Furthermore, 99.82%
of the recorded samples belong to the second histogram bin.
To provide a theoretical estimate of the worst case energy
consumption, we therefore apply the upper limit of this bin
corresponding to a processing time of 60µs. This implies that
we expect the algorithm to be active in less than 3.07% of
the time with a sampling frequency of 512Hz. This allows
the processor to enter sleep mode or perform other activities
for almost 97% of the time. The typical energy consumption
of the processor is 5.62mA. Theoretically, the algorithm thus
uses up to 0.1726mA. During normal operation (recording,
sampling, storage etc.) the ePatch sensor uses 3.125mA. This
implies that the algorithm causes a theoretical worst case
increase in the energy consumption compared to the normal
ePatch sensor activity of 5.5%. This corresponds to a decrease
from a maximum recording time of 80 hours to a maximum
recording time of 75.8 hours using a 250mAh battery.
IV. DISCUSSION
On theMITDB, we obtained a sensitivity and positive predic-
tivity of 99.90% and 99.87%, respectively. This performance
is comparable to the best results obtained in the literature
(see Table 2). These results [13], [14] are, however, not
obtained by an embedded algorithm that have been tested
in real-life situations. When compared to [6] and [15] that
are examples of other embedded algorithms, the performance
obtained by our novel algorithm is significantly higher. The
sensitivity with respect to detection of abnormal beat mor-
phologies was unfortunately not stated by the other authors,
which makes comparison impossible. However, we consider
our detection sensitivity with respect to different abnormal
beat morphologies to be high. This is especially relevant if
the algorithm is intended to be applied in a clinical setting.
In a clinical setting, it can be imagined that the automatic
QRS complex detection algorithm works as a pre-processor
or initiator of a beat or event classification procedure. This
could be highly relevant in applications like tele-monitoring,
‘‘admission’’ of patients in their own home, or rehabili-
tation programs. Reliable products that can manage tasks
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FIGURE 7. Illustration of performance on three challenging cases from
the eTDB: (a) Sudden onset of tachycardia, (b) AF with VEBs, and
(c) sudden change in amplitude. The top plot in each subfigure is one
channel of raw ECG. The amplitude is illustrated in analog-to-digital
counts (ADC). The bottom plot in each subfigure is the final feature signal
(blue line) together with Thigh and Tlow (red lines). The green circles
indicate QRS positions detected using Thigh (mode 1), the black circles
indicate QRS positions detected during search back (mode 2), and the
magenta circles indicate QRS complexes detected using Tlow (mode 3).
like these could highly increase the diagnosis and treatment
of many different groups of patients. It should, of course,
bementioned that many different clinically relevant abnormal
beat types and arrhythmias exists and the evaluation of our
algorithm on abnormal beat morphologies is therefore not
exhaustive.
On the EDB, we obtained a sensitivity and positive predic-
tivity of 99.84% and 99.71%, respectively. This performance
is among the highest performances stated in the literature
FIGURE 8. Histogram of the embedded algorithm processing time for
each sample in a real-life recording of 2.3 hours. The x-axis indicates the
center value of each histogram bin. This implies that the first bin contains
samples with a processing time of 0-30µs, the second bin contains
samples with a processing time of 30-60µs etc.
for this database. It should furthermore be noted that this
database was used only as a validation database. This implies
that the algorithm design and parameter selection was not
changed prior to the processing of this database. This result
can thus provide a relatively realistic impression of the per-
formance on unseen ECG signals with different types of
abnormal beat morphologies from a large number of different
patients.
The sensitivity (Se = 99.88%) on the eTDB is also
considered to be very high. The positive predictivity
(P+ = 99.37%) is, however, slightly lower than for the
other databases. This is primarily caused by low P+ in
two records from the same patient. These records contain
ECG data of relatively poor quality. The rhythm is AF, and
the fibrillating ‘‘P-waves’’ are very pronounced compared to
the QRS complexes. These records were, however, included
in the study to ensure that the parameter optimization would
be more realistic.
Furthermore, the performance in the double-blinded
validation of the embedded algorithm is also considered
superior (Se= 99.91% andP+= 99.79%). This demonstrates
how the algorithm can obtain a high performance through-
out a long-term recording with artefacts from normal daily
life activities. Furthermore, there is no significant difference
between the performances obtained by the three implementa-
tions of the algorithm.
From the literature it is observed that especially the wavelet
decomposition method has been investigated with good per-
formance in a high number of studies. The difference equa-
tions for implementation of the commonly applied a trous
wavelet scheme can be found in [10]. The computational
complexity of the proposed novel cascade of filters is similar
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to the traditional a trous wavelet decomposition. However,
using the wavelet decomposition, the relevant frequencies
of the QRS complex is often divided across several wavelet
detail sub-bands. Therefore, a combination of the informa-
tion in several different sub-bands is usually required when
applying the wavelet technique [7]–[14]. This combination
of information requires additional computations.
Furthermore, the application of the wavelet transform often
requires additional blocks after the wavelet decomposition to
obtain satisfactory enhancement of the QRS complexes or to
confirm a QRS candidate. This includes for instance calcu-
lation of maximum-minimum-difference [7], confirmation of
zero-crossings [8], multiplication of detail coefficients from
selected scales [9], [10], denoising of wavelet output [10],
detection of modulus-maxima exceeding thresholds in
several detail bands [11], [12], calculation of area-curve
length [13], [14], normalization using standard devia-
tion [14], and non-linear exponential amplification of the
feature signal [14]. These additional algorithm steps decrease
the computational efficiency of the algorithms. The desired
low computational burden associated with our algorithm is
obtained partly by the novel cascade of simple FIR filters.
The output from these filters is a feature signal that is smooth
enough to allow direct detection of QRS complexes using
only two adaptive thresholds. However, it should be noted
that many studies have also obtained high performance in
P- and T-wave delineation using the wavelet transform.
If the intended application requires this delineation, it should
therefore be investigated whether the decreased computa-
tional load in our QRS complex detection algorithm might
be out weighted when P- and T-wave delineation is included.
However, the influence of this depends highly on the intended
application of the QRS complex detection algorithm and the
features selected for subsequent potential arrhythmia and
event classification.
The application of two adaptive thresholds and timely
initiation of the search back procedure is another advantage
of our algorithm. This design decreases the algorithm
sensitivity with respect to detection of noise events with-
out decreasing the sensitivity with respect to detection of
abnormal beats. The idea of increasing algorithm sensitivity
when irregular RR intervals is observed was already sug-
gested by [6]. However, we propose a different solution
where the algorithm sensitivity is increased directly by fast
adjustments of RRmax instead of decreasing the detection
thresholds. This method increases the likelihood of detecting
premature beats. Using this method, it is possible to obtain
high clinical detection performance without application of
computationally costly thresholds.
The superior performance of the algorithm observed from
the challenging, but clinically very relevant cases in Fig. 7
is promising. Furthermore, the performance in the double-
blinded validation and on the standard databases is considered
very high. This high clinical performance is obtained using
an algorithm that is simple enough for embedded real-time
implementation in the ePatch sensor. This is also illustrated
in Fig. 8: 99.82% of the samples are processed in
less than 60µs. Even every two seconds when a boundary is
reached and the adaptive algorithm parameters are updated,
the maximum processing time is 240µs. This feature is very
attractive since it allows the processor to enter ‘‘sleep’’ mode
and hereby save energy. Furthermore, it leaves valuable over-
head for the recording functionality and processing of other
potential embedded algorithms in future applications.
It should be noted that future work could include specific
noise stress tests of the algorithm. In our study, we include
artefacts from normal daily life activities (especially in
the eVDB), but the performance of the algorithm during
specific types and amounts of artefacts could be further inves-
tigated. In extremely noisy data segments there is always
a risk of obtaining a high number of FP or FN detections.
This might disturb the adaptive parts of the algorithm and
exacerbate a poor performance. This could be accounted
for in future versions of the algorithm. This improvement
could for instance include a pre-qualification of the signal
quality that could decide whether the adaptive parameters
should be updated, or it could include hard boundaries on the
adaptive parameters. A compensation for this could further-
more include a possibility of resetting the adaptive parame-
ters when it is detected that the previous data segment was
very noisy. However, the amount of noise needs to be very
pronounced for a longer period of time before this becomes
problematic.
It should also be noted that the algorithm can produce
some FP detections during episodes of AF if the baseline
is very influenced by the unorganized electrical activity of
the atria. Due to the placement of the ePatch, this atrial
activity during episodes of AF is sometimes very pronounced
on ECG recorded with the ePatch. This is actually expected
to be an advantage for heart rhythm analysis, but it might
increase the difficulty of automatic QRS complex detection.
However, a few false detections during episodes of AF are not
expected to disturb subsequent automatic rhythm analysis and
automatic classification of AF versus other heart rhythms.
The characteristic irregularity of the RR intervals during
AF is still expected to be clearly observed in case of a few
FP detections.
Our overall impression is that this novel algorithm is very
relevant in clinical applications. The high performance on
both normal and abnormal beat morphologies and the pos-
sibility of embedded implementation opens possibilities of
real-time monitoring of clinically relevant parameters like
heart rate, rhythm analysis, and detection of cardiac events
on patients outside the hospital.
V. CONCLUSION
We have designed a computationally efficient algorithm for
real-time automatic QRS complex detection. The perfor-
mance of the algorithm has been validated on ECG signals
from two large standard databases and two private ePatch
databases (MITDB: Se = 99.90%, P+ = 99.87, EDB:
Se = 99.84%, P+ = 99.71%, eTDB: Se = 99.88%,
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P+ = 99.37%, and eVDB: Se = 99.91%, P+ = 99.79%).
Together, these four databases contain a high number of
abnormal beat morphologies, normal sinus rhythm with
different ventricular frequencies, and different amount of
artefacts originating from daily life activities. The perfor-
mance of the algorithm is thus considered high enough for
clinical application of the embedded algorithm in the ePatch
ECG recorder. The implementation of automatic ECG analy-
sis functionality in small wearable patch type ECG recorders
is expected to highly increase the possibilities of early diagno-
sis, timely treatment, and regular follow-up on patients with
life threatening heart diseases like AF.
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